This paper presents new estimates of total factor productivity growth in Britain for the period 1770-1860. We use the dual technique and argue that the estimates we derive from factor prices are of similar quality to quantity-based calculations. Our results provide further evidence, calculated on the basis of an independent set of sources, that productivity growth during the British Industrial Revolution was relatively slow. The Crafts-Harley view of the Industrial Revolution is thus reinforced. Our preferred estimates suggest an even modest acceleration after 1800.
______________________

Introduction
How rapid was productivity growth during the Industrial Revolution? Since the pioneering studies of Ashton (1948) as well as Deane and Cole (1962) , this question has been central to the economic history of Britain, 1750-1850. It is also of wider interest for the speed and timing of productivity changes following major inventions. After the introduction of electric motors and the computer, for example, productivity performance remained sluggish for decades. When it did pick up, total factor productivity (TFP) increases were rapid and widespread. Of course, technological change need not be mirrored in TFP growth. As the recent work of the Boskin commission and of Nordhaus demonstrates, traditional measures such as price indices may miss substantial product innovation altogether.
1 Yet it is important to examine how TFP changes during and after major inventions. Recent examples of slow productivity growth and rapid technical progress may not be aberrations, but could form part of a regular pattern if we can also demonstrate convincingly that England did not become much more efficient during the first few decades of the Industrial Revolution. 2 Crafts and Harley have estimated modest rates of output growth during the Industrial Revolution. 3 Crafts found that Deane and Cole (1962) had chosen an inappropriate price index with which to deflate the nominal income series in the national accounts, thus overstating growth. He also compiled alternative indices for agricultural, industrial and service output. His finding of substantially slower growth was reinforced by Harley, who argued that that the earlier estimates of industrial production by Hoffmann (1955) had seriously overestimated growth (by giving too high a weight to the revolutionary cotton sector). Since rates of input growth have not been similarly revised downwards, their results also imply that the Solow residual was only growing relatively slowly during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. 4 Deane and Cole did not provide any estimates of total factor productivity growth during the industrial revolution. Later work by Feinstein (1981) , however, showed that 1 Boskin et al. (1998) . Nordhaus (1997) . 2 David (1990) . 3 Crafts (1985) , Harley (1982) , Crafts and Harley (1992) . 4 Voth (1998) revises the labour input figures based on a sharp rise in working hours.
Deane and Cole's estimates implied remarkably rapid total factor productivity growth, especially for the period 1801-1831. 5 Using the standard, primal approach to growth accounting, Feinstein estimated annual productivity growth of 0.2% for the period 1760-1800 and of 1.3% for the period 1801-1830. The latest calculations by Crafts and Harley, based on their revised output series, imply increases of only 0.1% p.a. during 1760-1800 and 0.35% p.a. during 1800-1830 (Table 1 ). The new orthodoxy thus holds that both output and productivity growth were slow during the English Industrial Revolution. Also, advances were heavily concentrated in the 'revolutionizing sectors' such as cotton and iron manufacturing. These sectors were too small to have a sizeable impact on the manufacturing sector as a whole (and the economy at large) until the middle of the 19th century. What was 'revolutionary' about the Industrial Revolution was neither the speed of output growth nor its cause, but a broad structural transformation, reallocating labour from agriculture to industry. Harley (1999b, p. 183) adapted to the two-factor-case.
The new orthodoxy established by Crafts and Harley has attracted criticism from different perspectives. 6 All contributors to the literature on the speed of output and productivity growth emphasize the fragility of the underlying data. As Feinstein said of ______________________ 5 Feinstein's revisions of Deane and Cole's estimates concentrated on the figures on capital formation. See Feinstein and Pollard (1988) for more on this issue.
_____________________________________________________________________
his estimates of capital formation -"we are able to proceed only by reliance on conjecture and speculation." 7 Some critics of the dominant view argue that data revisions and changes in procedure should substantially modify it; others doubt the value of the exercise as such, given the limitations of the data and the number of non-quantitative aspects necessarily excluded. Berg and Hudson firmly fall into the second category. They emphasize demographic change, regional specialization, organizational changes and the evolution of female and child labour as areas that showed truly 'revolutionary' change.
They also voice a general distrust of aggregate, quantity-based output and TFP calculations, and point to some potential sources of fragility of the estimates derivedsuch as the assumption of constant returns to scale. 8 Their plea for the inclusion of nonquantitative evidence, and their sceptical evaluation of Crafts's and Harley's data work is in part a continuation of Julian Hoppit's critique. He emphasized the difficulties of applying appropriate weights to the output series of individual industries. This is normally based on value-added, evidence on which is relatively fragile. Other critics have attempted to rework the original data, or to add new evidence.
R.V. Jackson argues for higher weights for faster-growing industries. 10 Based on a reexamination of the Crafts-Harley data set, he challenges the view that industrial output growth did not accelerate until the second decade of the nineteenth century. 11 His series of industrial output suggests a break in the trend rate of growth as early as the 1780s.
Overall, however, his index is not too different from the one proposed by Crafts and
Harley, and they have accepted his estimates as a possible alternative interpretation of the data. 12 Cuenca Esteban (1994 Esteban ( , 1995 has attempted to use additional information on the price of cotton goods derived from contemporary customs estimates to argue that Crafts and Harley have understated the growth of cotton output. Overall output growth for England would be markedly higher if his corrected figures for textile production are used. 6 The most comprehensive overview of the debate is Mokyr (1999) . 7 Feinstein (1981) . 8 Berg and Hudson (1992) . 9 Hoppit (1990) . 10 Jackson (1990) also argues that there is a mistake in Crafts's original calculation of the output in commerce, which Crafts and Harley (1992) accept. 11 Jackson (1992) . Crafts and Harley (1992) contend that, contrary to Jackson's argument, any revision would have to be downwards. 12 Crafts and Harley (1992 Since Britain continued to export most industrial goods, he rejects the notion of limited and minimal productivity advances. Crafts and Harley (2000) use a CGE-model to show that the trade data can be reconciled with concentrated (and slow) productivity growth, generating some puzzling implications in the process.
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The marked improvements in quantity-based national accounts over the past 20 years -especially in the case of capital inputs and overall output measurement -have therefore not led to an unquestioned consensus. Independent of the merits of individual challenges, continuing debate over the core elements of the Crafts-Harley view shows that what is needed are new results based on additional data, using a different technique to extract information from the same set of underlying methodological assumptions. In this paper, we use a dual approach to derive independent estimates of TFP growth during the English Industrial Revolution. Based on factor prices, we show that there is clear evidence of slow productivity growth. Using an unrelated method and independent data, the main aspects of the new orthodoxy still emerge, thus adding to our confidence in the Crafts-Harley view. Section 2 briefly introduces the dual approach to TFP accounting, and argues that in the case of historical data, it will yield estimates that are at least as reliable as those derived from the primal approach. We then discuss the data sources used in our calculations. Section 3 presents our new estimates of TFP growth, and confronts these with existing calculations. In Section 4, we conduct a number of sensitivity tests.
We conclude with some observations on the wider implications of our findings.
______________________
A Dual Approach to Productivity during the Industrial Revolution
Using input and output prices (instead of quantities) to measure changes in productivity is not a novel idea. Griliches and Jorgenson demonstrated the equivalence of the primal and dual approaches to growth accounting. 17 An early application of the dual approach to economic history can be found in McCloskey, who inferred changes in agricultural productivity during the industrial revolution from movements in rents paid for land.
18
Recently, Clark has extended McCloskey's technique by also considering changes in farm wages and return on farm capital, deriving overall measures of productivity change in agriculture.
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The dual approach has also been used to measure productivity in manufacturing during the Industrial Revolution. McCloskey analysed output and input price data in several industrial sectors to infer annual productivity change between 1780 and 1860. He summarized the intuition behind the dual approach thus: "We do not know annual quantities of china plates and steam coal, … and probably never can. On the other hand,
we know practically anything we choose about price. … The technique is to measure physical productivity change by the changes in prices … The degree to which the price of the cloth fell relative to the price of the inputs is therefore a measure of productivity change." 20 Productivity advances will eventually bid up the price of factors of production, as they must in a competitive economy. The extent to which capital, labour and land can receive higher payments is a direct measure of the pace of productivity advances.
The same argument can be made for the economy as a whole. If the remuneration of all factors of production increases, overall output must be growing. A similar intuition lies behind the use of value-added in constructing national accounts. We will assume that there are only three factors of production in the economy: labor (L), capital (K) and land (T). Thus, at any given date t, output (Y) will be a function of K, L and T at date t:
17 Griliches and Jorgenson (1967) . 18 McCloskey (1972, pp. 32-33) . 19 Clark (1999) . 20 McCloskey (1994, pp. 250-1) .
Following Hsieh (1999) , our derivation of the dual estimates of productivity growth is based on the national income accounting identity that the (real) value of national output has to be equal to the (real) payments to the factors, i.e.:
where w, r and q are real wages, the real rental rate of capital and real agricultural rents respectively. 21 Taking logarithms and differentiating with respect to time we obtain the following expression
where hats indicate growth rates and η is the share of income going to each factor.
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Rearranging we obtain:
Note that the left-hand side of equation (4) is just the usual (primal) expression for the Solow residual, that is, the difference between the growth rate of output and a weightedsum of the growth rates of factor inputs, with the weights being the shares of each input in total income. The right-hand side of equation (4), our dual measure of total factor productivity growth, is equal to the weighted-sum of the growth rates of real factor prices.
23 Summarizing, we have obtained
will be the expression we use throughout this paper to obtain our measures of productivity growth in England between 1770 and 1860. Although it should be clear from the above derivation, we should stress the fact that the equality between the primal and dual approaches to growth accounting simply follows from an identity.
This however does not imply that our measure of productivity is flawless. In fact, in order for the right-hand side of equation (4) to truthfully measure total factor pro-______________________ 21 Notice that no assumption is needed (other than that labor, capital and land are the only three factors of production) to obtain equation (2). 22 We use log differences to compute growth rates. 23 If we had used nominal values, this would be equal to the difference between the weighted-sum of growth rates and the growth rate of output prices.
______________________ ductivity we further need to assume perfect competition and constant returns to scale. In the presence of imperfect competition, technological progress that is not Hicks-neutral, or increasing returns to scale, factors of production would not be paid the value of their marginal product and dual estimates of total factor productivity could be shown to be biased. 24 However, and this is a crucial point, if the above assumptions are violated, primal measures of productivity will be biased by the same amount since, as discussed above, primal and dual estimates are theoretically equivalent.
25
Hence, any difference between the primal and dual approaches has to stem from an inconsistency between the national accounts and the data on factor prices. One potential shortcoming -that, again, would affect primal and dual estimates -should be mentioned at the outset. If we assume an alternative production function, with an additional factor such entrepreneurship or productive knowledge, our estimates might be biased downwards. This is because we would fail to measure the additional return received by this factor. 26 Given the difficulty of measuring returns to such factors of production, this may be impossible to remedy. There is some indirect evidence that such a development might have been at work during the Industrial Revolution. Feinstein (1998b) shows that GDP grew faster over the period than real wages, which suggests that other factors of production received a growing slice of the pie. If our rates of increase in the remuneration of capital and land are not showing greater increases than real wages, the limitations of using a production function with three factors may partly be responsible.
Note that, in some ways, using the dual approach reduces the impact of entrepreneurial quasi-rents in transitions between different equilibria. These are generally difficult to capture using national income accounting, but dual measurement at the level of the economy at large minimizes their influence. In the case of cotton, for example, one could argue about the extent to which a gradual erosion of the high rents captured by the first generation of producers was responsible to the output price decline relative to inputs.
If cotton producers earned higher than average returns on their capital, we would be in 24 Hsieh (2000 24 Hsieh ( , 2002 . 25 In the primal approach, the bias would come from the fact that, if factors are not paid their marginal product, factor shares are no longer equal to the elasticity of output with respect to each factor. Cf. Crafts and Harley (1992) in response to this kind of criticism by Berg and Hudson (1992) .
_____________________________________________________________________ danger of overestimating the rate of productivity change. 27 For the economy as a whole, of course, the influence of sector-specific rents or innovation premia will be much smaller -and estimating the rental price of capital is correspondingly less problematic.
Note also the direction of bias. Since the cotton industry by the middle of the 19th century was a highly competitive industry, with hundreds of small-and medium-sized producers, any rents that might initially have existed had probably largely disappeared by 1850. Any decline in price would therefore be the result of higher productivity and a reduction in monopoly power. The larger innovation premia were in the beginning, and the faster they declined, the greater the upward bias of our estimates of TFP growth will be.
Previous studies have mostly analysed particular sectors of the economy (e.g.
agriculture, cotton), using input and output price data from these particular sectors to infer productivity changes. The difference between this previous 'dual' literature and this paper is one of scope. Our approach focuses on the economy as a whole. Recent contributions by Feinstein, Turner, Beckett and Afton and Clark have provided aggregate national series for wages and rents in England during the industrial revolution. 28 We take advantage of these contributions to construct a dual estimate of aggregate total factor productivity growth in England in the period 1770-1860. The exercise that is most closely related to ours is Clark (2001b) , who also uses factor prices to calculate TFP growth in England. 29 The next section describes the data in more detail, and presents the most important results.
Data and Results
Our approach requires data on the evolution of prices, the rental cost of capital, the cost of labour, and the return to land. Choosing a series for wages is easier than for any other components that we require. Feinstein's (1998) series is the definitive contribution to the 26 Hsieh (2002) . 27 Assuming that measures of the return on capital for the economy as a whole are used in calculating sectoral productivity growth. 28 Feinstein (1998a) , Turner, Beckett and Afton (1997 ), and Clark (1998 . 29 Clark's main aim, however, is not to use factor prices as independent evidence on TFP growth rates. Instead, he offers a broad interpretation of the long-term development of the British economy.
______________________ literature, replacing the earlier indices compiled by Lindert and Williamson (1983) . 30 Feinstein's estimates of average nominal earnings in Great Britain relate to manual (bluecollar) workers and exclude salaried (white-collar) workers. Lindert and Williamson (1983) restricted their study to England, but also considered white-collar workers.
Although these two studies sustain opposite views on the living standards issue, Lindert It could be argued that a rising proportion of unskilled workers in the workforce exerted downward pressure on wages as measured by real wage indices. 32 Feinstein's series implicitly assumes that all changes in skill are incorporated in the level of average earnings. 33 Controlling for the possible effects of changes in the skill composition of the workforce would clearly be desirable. Other studies eliminate the effect of changes in the skill composition by using separate wage series for each skill category. We decided not to correct wage changes for human capital formation. This is because the size and trend of skill premia during the Industrial Revolution are highly uncertain, and there is little evidence that the skills of the workforce changed rapidly. 34 Also, changes in the number of hours worked per day should be taken into account in our productivity calculations.
However, since most of the changes in total hours of labor input during this period were caused by more days of work (and not changes in hours per day), this is unlikely to be a source of confusion.
35 30 We use the average full employment money earnings for Great Britain, Feinstein (1998a, Appendix Table 1, p. 652) . 31 In this way, the use of the Lindert-Williamson series provides us with an upper bound. Cf. Clark (2001b) . 32 We thank Daron Acemoglu for this suggestion. 33 Feinstein (1996) . 34 Schofield (1973) found that illiteracy fell slightly between 1754 and 1844; cf. Mitch (1993) . 35 Voth (2001 Clark (2001b) . As a check on our results, we will also correct explicitly for the bias arising from traded goods, using the Feinstein index as a basis for our estimate.
The series for land rental values is potentially more problematic. In contrast to recent studies of East Asia, we need to include land as a factor of production -the share of rents in total income was approximately 15 %. 37 As for data on land rents, there are the alternative series by Turner, Beckett and Afton (1997) and by Clark. 38 Since changes over time are broadly similar, the choice of index is not decisive. We will use the latter in our benchmark estimates and the former in our sensitivity tests.
A more difficult question is whether rents are a good indicator of the return to land. For our dual estimates of productivity growth to be accurate, factors need to be paid the value of their marginal product. Allen argues that since rents "were not adjusted annually and so could fall behind changes in land values, […] price calculations can give spurious measures of productivity change". 39 Even if rents were adjusted slowly, as long as a more or less constant proportion of rents were changed each year, any increase in the value of land would lead, in the long run, to a proportional increase in rents. 40 Since in 36 Lindert and Williamson (1983) . 37 Deane and Cole argue that agricultural income was equivalent to 43% of national income (1962, p. 78) . Crafts (1985, p.16 ) considered this figure to be too high and proposed instead a share of 37%. Of this, rent is only a fraction. Clark (2002) estimates a proportion of 40%, which suggests a share of land (abstracting from urban rents) of 15%. This is exactly the figure proposed by Crafts (1985) . 38 Clark (1998 Clark ( , 2002 , Turner, Beckett and Afton (1997) . Allen (1999, p. 23-25) argues that each has advantages and flaws. 39 Allen (1994, p. 111) . 40 The situation is analogous to the response of prices to an exogenous increase in money supply in a macroeconomic model with staggered adjustment of individual prices. In this type of models, money is neutral in the long run and unless one introduces 'real rigidities', inflation is likely to catch with money growth quite fast. See Chapter 6 in Romer (1996) for an introduction to these models. A similar argument can be made for the impact of enclosure. Some scholars this paper we compute productivity growth over thirty-year periods, it is most likely that the growth rate of rents is not affected.
We estimate the rental cost of capital based on the standard Hall-Jorgenson formula. 41 For this, we require information for three separate components -real interest rates, the relative price of capital, and depreciation rates:
where P k /P is the relative price of capital, i is the interest rate, π is inflation, and δ is the depreciation rate. We use Feinstein's price series for capital goods, which includes dwellings, agricultural works, and for plant and machinery. 42 For the depreciation rates, we calculate the average annual rates from the estimates of capital formation constructed by Feinstein and Pollard. 43 A potentially more delicate question is the choice of interest rate. We would ideally like to use interest rates for private sector borrowing, such as the loan rate charged by country banks. Such information is presently not available. We use the yield on Consols instead. 44 Three Percent Consols, the largest component of the British government's funded debt, paid a fixed nominal interest rate of 3% and were perpetual yet -in principle -callable. Their price fluctuated in response to changes in the supply and demand of capital, inflation, and the perceived riskiness of government bonds. There is every reason to assume that private-sector borrowing was more expensive than that of the government. As long as the spread of private over public borrowing was relatively constant, however, we will still be able to infer trends over time from the yield on Consols.
The potentially most damaging problem could arise from the usury laws -English law imposed an upper limit on interest rates. In times of high government borrowing, _____________________________________________________________________ (Allen, 1992) have argued that rent increases did not signify greater land productivity, but simply showed a redistribution of income. Since such an effect should, in the medium to long term, be reflected in correspondingly slower wage growth, our results would not be affected. 41 Hall and Jorgenson (1967) . Our reasons for not using estimates of the capital/output ratio to calculate the rental rate are discussed in Antràs and Voth (2000) . Note that equation (5) is not dependent on assumptions about the production function, but follows from maximizing the value of the firm's assets. Cf. the Appendix. 42 Feinstein (1978, p. 38) . We weight these according to their contribution to the total stock of domestic reproducible fixed assets (Feinstein and Pollard, 1988, Table XIV, p. 454) . 43 Feinstein and Pollard (1988, Table I, p. 427) . 44 Mitchell (1971, p. 455 Clark (2001a) shows that charities obtained yields on their assets that were broadly similar to the Consol yields. Also, the rates of return on mortgages by the Sun Life insurance are broadly similar to Consol yields and the charity returns. 47 The Sun Fire
Insurance, just like other insurance companies, invested some of its premium income in private debt. 48 Mortgages tended to be relatively long-dated, often with maturities of 10 years or above. However, since the interest rate was subject to renegotiation, mortgage rates were not similar to long-term commercial interest rates. As Table 2 shows, the premium that could be earned from investing in mortgages was relatively small. Williamson (1984) . 46 Cf. Mokyr (1987) , Clark (2001a) . 47 John (1953) . The rates are from the Sun Fire Insurance, Minutes of the General Meeting and Minutes of Quarterly Meetings. 48 Mortgages constituted around 50% of 'stock account' balances (Mirowski, 1981, p. 562 Having discussed the methodological assumptions underlying the dual approach to productivity measurement as well as the data sources used, we now turn to the main results. Table 3 gives our preferred estimates of TFP growth during the Industrial Revolution, and compares them to the latest estimates offered by Crafts and Harley. 53 We follow Crafts (1985) in using factor shares of 0.5 for labour, 0.35 for capital, and 0.15 for land initially.
49 Neal (1994, p. 156 ) calls the consol rate "the best barometer of the schedules of loanable funds". 50 Presnell (1960) . 51 Buchinsky and Polak (1993), Hoppit (1986) . 52 McCloskey (1994, p. 254) . 53 Note that, since the new Feinstein wage series is only available from the 1770s onwards, we can only present estimates from this data onwards. See text. Crafts and Harley (1992) . * as recalculated by Harley (1999b, p. 183 Crafts (1985) argued, if at a markedly lower level.
We believe that the Feinstein (1998a) price series is superior to the alternatives.
The use of a GDP deflator would, however, be conceptually more appropriate. The consumption price index contains imported goods, and fails to fully incorporate all goods exported. Since it is the productivity of the British economy that we are trying to measure, the GDP deflator is the conceptually correct price series. Also, the weights in the Feinstein reflect the basket of goods purchased by working class households, not economic output as a whole. Two procedures can address this problem. We can use either an explicit correction for terms-of-trade effects to overcome the first issue, or we can use existing estimates for the GDP deflator, and sidestep both conceptual problems.
Sharp deteriorations of the terms of trade will lead us to underestimate true productivity growth, since the decline in the external value of Britain's products -and not the rate of productivity growth alone -is partly responsible for the slow rise in the combined value of all factors of production. To incorporate changes in terms of trade, we 54 Cf. Antràs and Voth (2000) for details. 55 For the first period, 100% of the revision is a result of assigning a greater weight to capital (capital grows at 1% p.a., land at 0.2% p.a.; increasing the weight on capital from 0.35 to 0.5 reduces the TFP measure). In the second period, growth would be 0.15% p.a. more rapid if Crafts's original three-factor approach had been pursued (TFP=0.5% p.a. instead of 0.35%). 56 Those by Feinstein (1981) . Converting his figures to our three-factor approach, using the factor shares of 0.5, 0.35, and 0.15 for labour, capital and land, respectively, as well as the estimates of land in use from Crafts (1985) , suggests TFP growth of 0.3 and 1.45 for 1760-1801 and 1801-1831.
apply an adjustment to our estimates. In an open-economy, the CPI will be a weighted geometric average of the price of domestic goods (P N ) and the price of imports (P M ), while the GDP deflator is a weighted average of the price of non-traded goods and the price of exports (P X ). If the shares of non-tradables in consumption and in production are identical, we have: where Γ are the terms of trade, CPI is the Feinstein index from our benchmark 1 estimate, whereas P is the GDP deflator we should ideally use. We thus obtain where α is the share of exports in national product. To adjust the productivity calculation for changes in the terms of trade, we have to add a correction to the original figure. The accouting equation becomes .
Reasonable figures for the terms of trade are available from 1800.
57 Based on these, we find that 0.12 and 0.22% p.a. should be added to the second and third period (benchmark 2 estimate). 58 These do increase our estimates of TFP growth, but they remain relatively low overall. We should note that, since trade statistics are for Great Britain, we do not capture the decline in the terms of trade for intra-British transactions. Since England effectively traded manufactured goods for food from Ireland, our figures probably understate the true effect of the decline in the terms of trade somewhat.
An alternative is the GDP deflator presented by Clark (2001b) . This should already incorporate the effects of changes in the terms of trade. Using it suggests a marginally sharper reduction in the returns to capital in the first thirty years. For the period 1770-1830 as a whole, returns to labor, capital and land appear a little lower than in the figures for benchmark 1. We should arguably also include indirect taxes. These increased rapidly over the period -especially in the final decades of the 18th century.
This constitutes an additional claim on output (which would have accrued to another factor of production if it had not been taxed), and should thus enter in our calculation with the average share of indirect taxes in national income. Since indirect taxes grew by 2.6% p.a. over the first thirty years, a share in national income of 8% suggests a ______________________ 57 Crafts (1985, Using 1800 as a benchmark date is common in most growth accounting exercises.
It is more problematic in the case of dual productivity estimates, as the very high prices of the Napoleonic period may have skewed factor incomes. In particular, it could be argued that our measures of the return on capital and land are biased downwards, at a time when their shares of income actually increased. The problem is already mitigated since we use decade averages, i.e. our figures for TFP growth 1771 to 1801 really 58 We use the weights from Irwin (1991, p. 98) . 59 We reduced the share of labour by 5, capital by 2, and of land by 1 percent in the production function. The weight of 8 percent comes from Clark (2001b) . 60 Clark performs no sensitivity analysis and only uses his own data series in compiling his estimates.
compare data from 1771-1780 with 1801-1810. The longer the period under consideration, the less volatile short-term price movements matter. We also present the results for 1770-1830 for the preferred estimate and the benchmark 1 estimate. They suggest growth of 0.41 and 0.35, respectively -somewhat higher than the 0.34 calculated by Crafts and Harley, but hardly a significant upward revision.
Sensitivity tests
We have already emphasized that the quality of the underlying data and the difficulties in fixing appropriate weights in aggregating the series allow us to construct no more than 'controlled conjectures' (Feinstein, 1996) . How sensitive are our results? Here, we analyse the impact of using (i) different factor shares (ii) alternative series for the rental cost of agricultural land, (iii) different measures of the cost of capital, and (iv) another price series.
61 Crafts and Harley (1992) only use capital and labour for the TFP calculations, assigning an elasticity of 0.5 to each. We take the government sector (with an expenditure share in GDP of 8%) into account, setting η L =η K = 0.42 and η Gov =0.08. This generates our alternative estimate 2. A reasonable upper bound on the factor share assigned to labour is 0.6 to 0.7. 62 We use a share of 0.64 for labour, 0.19 for capital and 0.09 for rents to derive alternative estimate 3. Table 4 compares the results with our preferred estimate (column 1). Nelson (1964) assumes that the likely upper bound is η L = 0.75 for the US in the twentieth century. This almost certainly includes a large component for human capital (cf. Mankiw, Romer and Weil, 1992) .
Changing the weights only has a marginal impact on our estimates. TFP growth for 1771-1800 falls to 0.18% if we disregard land as a factor of production. Just as in the results of Crafts and Harley, excluding land as a factor of production results in lower productivity growth. TFP growth after 1831 is almost identical with our preferred estimate. The alternative estimate (3) shows marginally larger divergence, suggesting a TFP growth rate for 1771-1800 that is 0.11% higher. For the second period, the range of alternative results is never higher than 0.54% p.a. Even the most 'optimistic' of these estimates is still considerably below the level of 1.3% originally calculated by Feinstein. The range of possible estimates therefore remains too low to lend credence to the rates implied by Cuenca Esteban or Berg and Hudson. In our preferred estimates, we use the nominal rental cost of land, as calculated by Clark, which we deflate by the price series in Clark (2001b) . Two main alternatives suggest themselves, as argued in our data section. The first is to use the rental series provided by Afton (1997, 1998) .
63 Table 5 , estimate 2 shows the impact. The upward revision for the first period is small indeed, a mere 0.01% p.a. -clearly no more than any sensible estimate of the likely margin of error. The difference for the second ______________________ 63 Allen (1999) argues that these estimates are superior.
______________________ period is somewhat larger, adding 0.13% p.a. to the preferred estimate. This figure is now relatively high; the average for the period 1770-1830, which is much less affected by short-term price movements, only changes from 0.41 to 0.47.
We could also have used the real rent series provided by Clark. He deflates the rental series by the price of 11 farm commodities. 64 By using the price of agricultural products instead of a general price index, we would generate a measure of what part of national income accrued to land in terms of its own product. While deflating by output prices in this fashion is undoubtedly correct when trying to calculate the productivity of agriculture (based on a dual approach), it is probably less sensible for the economy as a whole. As we are trying to assess productivity change in the aggregate, we need to derive a general measure of the increase of product accruing to factors of production in terms of all outputs. Estimate 3 gives the results using his real rental cost of land series. TFP growth during the first period is even slower than in our preferred estimate. Growth after 1801 is somewhat more rapid. The two main findings -very slow growth during the initial decades, combined with a moderate acceleration after 1800 -are not overturned by using either the Turner, Beckett and Afton series or the Clark real rent series. For the period 1770-1830 as a whole, we do not find TFP growth approaching even one percent per year.
Our cost of capital series, based on Consol yields, is arguably less robust than other data sources. We use yield on Charity assets as a plausibility check. Estimate 4
gives the results based on the return series from Clark (2001a) . We use the average rent charges backed by the assets of a corporation, by land or a house, as well as the mortgage rates for turnpike tolls and land. 65 The swings in the cost of capital become more extreme, largely as a result of very low (real) returns during the first decade of the nineteenth century. This initially leads to negative TFP estimates for the period 1770-1800. The recovery from this depressed level drives up the rate of TFP growth after 1801.
While the point estimates differ from those of our preferred estimate, the broad pattern of initially slow growth, followed by an acceleration after 1800, is also clearly visible. The 64 Clark (2002) One final alternative is the use of another price series (estimate 6). Feinstein (1978) compiled an index of wholesale prices. Using his series, we find marginally higher factor productivity growth for the first thirty years, and then a more substantial acceleration -a result of wholesale prices surging more in the inflationary period up to 1800, and then declining more rapidly than other price indices. For the first sixty years as a whole, the wholesale index suggests TFP growth of 0.80 instead of the 0.41 in our preferred estimate. 66 We also experimented with stock market returns. These are not very appropriate in methodological terms since so few firms were listed, but they yield broadly similar results (Antràs and Voth, 2000) . 67 Lindert and Williamson (1985) . The nominal wage series agree almost completely; the price series accounts for the difference between optimism and pessimism. 68 Feinstein (1998a, One further way of examining the robustness of our findings is to ask how high factor price increases would have to be in order to restore the 'fast growth' hypothesis. Table 6 offers such a calculation. We believe that it is highly unlikely that a convincing case for revising real wages substantially upwards will be made. Also, indirect taxes appear to be increasing as fast as can sensibly be argued for the period. Therefore, higher productivity growth estimates would have to be the result of faster growth in the rental rate of capital and land. For ease of presentation, we assume q t+1 /q t = r t+1 /r t . Also, we believe that the lowest possible rates of productivity growth needed to restore the view that growth was ______________________ 69 We derived likely margins of error, based on a method recently extended by Feinstein and Thomas (2000) . The error bands are never small. Nonetheless, rapid productivity growth can be ruled out. Cf. Antràs and Voth (2000) for details. A similar conclusion applies when we introduce rational expectations; cf. Appendix. 70 Voth (1998 Voth ( , 2001 The counterfactual estimate in Table 6 shows how large the increases in factor costs would have to be to produce such a revision. The rental cost of land would have to increase by 49 and 127%, whereas actual change was +8 and 26%; in the case of capital, returns would have had to rise by 60 and 103% more than they actually did to restore the fast growth view. The differences from our preferred estimates are very large. Also, even the most optimistic estimates derived from alternative data sources or using altered assumptions are insufficient to yield TFP growth rates on this order of magnitude.
Another calculation shows how improbable the implications of significant TFP growthas reflected in factor prices -are. If one were to argue that capital income was indeed significantly underestimated, and that the true change in the rental was closer to the values in Table 6 , then the capital share in national income would have had to increase to 2.8 times its 1770 level by 1830 -a change so large that it can easily be ruled out. While the fragility of the data must be emphasized, it is hard to see how the evidence from dual productivity estimates could be reconciled with the view that productivity change during Britain's industrial revolution was relatively rapid.
Conclusions
Critics of productivity and growth estimates during the industrial revolution often imply that the Crafts-Harley view, and the quantity-based calculations on which it is based, is little more than a house of cards. In particular, some scholars have argued that output and productivity growth during the English industrial revolution must have been more rapid than the current orthodoxy has claimed.
71
71 Berg and Hudson (1992), Cuenca Esteban (1994) .
______________________
This paper shows that independent evidence, using an alternative method, yields results that are very similar to the Crafts-Harley view. We base our productivity calculations on factor prices, and thereby offer confirmation of the main findings by
Crafts and Harley from a new and independent source. The quality of our estimates can only be as high as our sources allow. Yet, as Feinstein reminds us:
72 "The case for quantification in the face of the multitude of gaps and uncertainties in the available data is not that it provides definitive estimates. It is, rather, that it helps to establish orders of magnitude, and to test how robust or vulnerable the estimates are to different assumptions and judgements the statistician is forced to make in the face of a lack of satisfactory evidence."
It is in this spirit that our results need to be interpreted. Productivity growth was very slow during the last decades of the eighteenth century, and may even have been zero. This is compatible with the Crafts-Harley view, and reinforces recent findings that further downward revisions of primal TFP calculations due to higher labour input may well be in order. 73 There was no 'take-off' in the sense of Rostow. What acceleration there was occurred after 1800, and was mild. The efficiency with which the economy combined factors of production never increased at a rate markedly faster than 0.5 per cent before 1830, and probably much less than that.
How can the evidence in favour of slow productivity growth be squared with the data on foreign trade? Since Temin finds strong evidence that Britain became an exporter of all manufactured goods, he argues that productivity growth must have been relatively widespread. This would also suggest that aggregate growth rates have been underestimated. One of the central underlying assumptions in the Ricardian model of trade as used by Temin is that the relative price of factors of production does not change, and that wages are a good proxy for the overall cost of manufacturing. Our data on the remuneration of factors directly sheds light on this question. We find that the rental price of capital fell while wages rose in the first period; in the second, rental growth outpaced wage increases. The data used in the calculation of our dual productivity estimates therefore also demonstrate why the foreign trade data in itself -interpreted in Ricardian framework -is not necessarily at variance with the Crafts-Harley view of the industrial 72 Feinstein (1996) . 73 Voth (1998 Voth ( , 2001 74 Cf. Berg and Hudson (1992, p. 32-7) . 75 Feinstein (1988) . Note however that recent work has argued that the capital share may well have moved up (Feinstein, 1998b) .
Appendix: Expectations formation and factor prices
Expectations can have an impact on our estimates in two ways. First, if agents anticipate the relative price of capital goods to change, we need to modify the standard HallJorgenson formula (Collins and Williamson, 2001) . Second, ex ante and ex post rental rates of capital, land rentals and wages might diverge.
The simple Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans model of growth takes the rental rate of capital to be equal to the real interest rate plus depreciation. The basic underlying assumption of the model is that output and capital are de facto the same good, i.e. the proportion of output that is saved every period is transformed one to one into capital for the following period. This implies that in this model, the price of capital relative to output is 1 by construction.
In reality, however, the existence of adjustment costs and other such 'imperfections', cause the relative price of capital to vary over time. Hall and Jorgenson (1967) derived an expression for the rental rate of capital in such environments. They start with the nonarbitrage condition that the relative price of a new capital good (i.e. its price relative to the numeraire output) has to be equal to the discounted value of all future services derived from this capital good: 
which states that the real rental rate of capital is equal to the relative price of capital times the real interest plus depreciation. Now if expectations are not static, that is if people expect the relative price of capital to vary through time, then (assuming perfect foresight) differentiation of (1) yields:
which can be expressed as:
Hence non-static expectations add a corrective term to equation (3) equivalent to the change in the relative price of capital over the period. Table A .1 demonstrates that some of our conclusions would even be strengthened if we assume rational expectations about the future evolution of the relative price of capital goods. We use the preferred estimate as a basis of comparison. TFP growth in the first period would even weaker, and the acceleration after 1800 would be slightly sharper. For the final period, we also find somewhat higher rates of productivity growth.
______________________
It is standard practice in contemporary economic studies to use ex post real interest rates, land rentals and wage rates in the calculation of the cost of capital and
labour. To what extent can we be certain that ex post and ex ante factor prices did not diverge at the time of the Industrial Revolution? If accidental shocks to the value of money determined the distribution of income generated by production, we may impart an important bias to our estimates. Since we average for periods of 10 years, the chances that one-off changes in inflation will have a significant impact are small. At the same time, money wages and interest rates showed substantial nominal inertia at the time. To continue the sensitivity analyses carried out in the main part of this paper, we estimate the ex ante rate of inflation. We follow the approach of Barro and Sala-i-Martin, estimating Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1990, p. 15-7) . We do this for both the Feinstein series and the Clark GDP deflator. 77 Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1990, Figure 1, p. 16 ).
